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FORWARD
If we look back at our pasts, we remember many traditional ways of caring for each other and
ourselves that can do much more than modern medicine: tinctures for fevers and wounds, tricks for
curing ailments, and chicken soup for the soul.
This year, Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre is celebrating its 30th birthday. That
means we are also celebrating 30 years of learners, volunteers and staff sharing stories about how
we take care of ourselves, our loved ones and our communities. In this year’s newsletter, learners
explore their histories of healing home remedies and share those memories with one another so we
can all expand our knowledge of natural remedies.
This kind of sharing is not at all unusual in the classroom. Learners constantly and generously
exchange their knowledge among other learners and instructors whenever someone suffers from a
particular ailment.
The exercise of scribing this knowledge into the written word has been a gift: both for those
sharing their wisdom and the wider community we hope to reach through this newsletter. We think
of our newsletter this year as a celebration of the healing remedies that we have been able to share
with one another.
Many Indigenous communities have held on to their traditional healing wisdoms despite the
devastating effects of colonialism on their ability to practice ceremonies, speak their languages, and
for elders to pass on their wisdom. It is from the remarkable and inspiring resilience of Indigenous
peoples around the world that we now can receive this gift of wisdom and medicine and share it
with you.
We at APNLC are grateful to learn daily from these wisdoms and from the strength of our learners
in caring for one another in a way that is deeply compassionate and nurturing. We hope the
following stories will inspire you to embrace your own sense of wellness and to share your own
trade secrets for health with friends and strangers alike.
To your health!
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How I Keep Healthy by Minh
Mind Over Matter by Don M.

I like to exercise. I walk every day in the
Jane-Finch Mall. I used to walk by myself, now I
walk with a friend. I like Cheerios for breakfast
with bananas or oranges.

I like healthy drinks. I like to drink orange
juice, green tea, and milk. My favorite drink is
milk because it is good for my teeth and bones.
I like to eat all kinds of fruit such as apples,
watermelon, bananas, raspberries, strawberries,
peaches and tangerines. My favorite fruit is
watermelon because I like the water inside.
When the body is imbalanced the mind is fractured. Constructive reasoning goes out the
window. Headahces, eye tension, every nerve of every pressure.
I like vegetables. I like c cauliflower, pumpkin,
bean sprouts, tomatoes, broccoli, mushrooms,

Illness is in the body. Aches and pains overwhelm us. Every fibre of our being reaches its

carrots, cucumber and lettuce. My favorite

limit. No matter what you do, all you feel is the affected area. For every ache that affects

vegetable dish is a salad with tomatoes,

you, remember it is still in your mind. The more you think of the pain, the more and

cucumbers and lettuce.

more it hurts.
Relaxing the mind can ease your pain. Sure, the aches and pains are there but only a

I like to cook! I buy salmon or catfish at the fish

professional can fix. As for pain, one can ease it. If you have pain in your knee, a

store. I filet the fish and I pan fry the fish with

throbbing dense pain, it is time to tell yourself “It doesn’t exist.” It will take time but it

oil, garlic and salt. I like fresh oysters too! I also

helps.

like to eat chicken, beef and pork.

1
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Natural Home Remedies by Jay
If there is a concern that a person is developing anaphylaxis, call 911 right away. You can also take
over-the-counter Benadryl, but this will not stop the anaphylaxis, it will only slow it down. You must seek
emergency medical attention immediately for a bee allergy. For quick recovery from a non-allergic bee
sting, you have three things to do to begin the healing process.
1. Extract the stinger
2. Clean the wound
3. Get pain relief
The first and most important treatment for a bee sting is to remove the stinger as quickly as possible. The
bee’s hind end contains a sac that holds venom, and it may continue pumping more venom into the skin
if not extracted. So, don’t be slow about taking the stinger out. You can use your fingernails, a pair of
tweezers, or even a credit card to scrape out the stinger. But be careful not to break the stinger and leave
it buried in the skin. Second, before using a home remedy for bee sting treatment, clean the wound with
soap and cool water. This will help remove any bacteria that can cause infection. After the stinger has been
removed and the wound cleaned, you can use one of these bee sting remedies:
1. Ice: Apply ice for 20 minutes. Ice will numb the pain and slow the
blood flow to the area, which reduces swelling.
2. Honey: A degree of irony resides in this bee sting remedy since
honey comes from bees, but honey is excellent for healing wounds.
Apply a small dab of honey to the wound and cover with gauze or a
small rag for 30 minutes to one hour. (If a person is allergic to bee or
honey, do not use this remedy.
3. Lavender essential oil: Add one or two drops of lavender essential oil
to the wound. Lavender oil will help neutralize the venom immediately.
4. Crushed garlic: Crush one or two garlic cloves to release the juices
and press it against the wound. Cover with a moist rag or towel and let
it sit for 20 to 30 minutes.
5. Baking Soda and Vinegar: Make a paste using baking soda, a dab
of vinegar and water and apply it to the wound for 30 minutes. Baking
soda and vinegar helps neutralize the acid found in bee stings.
6. Toothpaste: Like baking, toothpaste is a base that will help
neutralize the acidic bee sting, thereby reducing pain and swelling.
Apply the toothpaste to the wound for 20 minutes.

25
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After achieving pain relief with one of those home remedies for bee
stings, cleanse the skin by using a wet paper towel or rag and apply a
small amount to an over-the-counter antibiotic cream or a natural first
aid remedy to help prevent infection.

Healthy Balance by Michelle O’Quinn
One thing I do to live a healthier life is I try to exercise as often
as I can. Doing so I have more energy and I think clearly. I
believe anyone can improve with a little movement. If you are
unable to exercise try stretching and deep breathing through the
nose and expand the stomach. Breathing deeply not only relaxes
you, but also cleanses your blood.
Another element I incorporate in my daily routine is drinking
herbal teas. Teas are very healthy because they clean your
system and warm your whole body. Some teas are more
beneficial than others. Teas are dry herbs you can buy loose or
in a bag. These are some types of teas I enjoy drinking and are
very healthy. Nettle is a tea that has vitamins and minerals. It
activates metabolism by strengthening and toning the entire
system. Dandelion is another favourite and its benefits are
rejuvenating and a good digestive aid. It is also good for
cleaning the liver and kidneys. An herbal tea that is great for
longevity and well-being is ginkgo. Ginkgo improves
circulation and it is a promising remedy for age related declines
in brain function such as Alzheimer, strokes, and short or long
term memory loss. Lastly ginkgo is also an antioxidant which is
good against free radical substances that damage cellular health
and accelerate aging.
Another healthy way of living is cooking at home if you are
concerned about what you are consuming. It can also benefit
people with allergies or dietary restrictions. I know we live in a
fast forward society but try to eat your first meal with plenty of
nutrients. Protein, iron, magnesium and vitamin B complex are
essential because they give you energy throughout the day. If
you eat properly you will not crave unhealthy foods. For
example for breakfast you can eat vegetables, rice, nuts or lentils,
and seeds by steaming them with the spices of your choice. An
alternative is making a soup to warm the body. A warm
breakfast is a great way to get the blood flowing and the brain
functioning.

2
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Traditional Teachings by Rachael Leduc

Newfoundland and Labrador Home Remedies
by Florence King

Arthritis
Massage the sore joints with a liniment made up of 2 egg white,
and ½ cup (125ml) apple cider vinegar and ¼ cup (60 ml) olive
oil. Also simply taking the apple cider vinegar tonic (2 or 3)
teaspoon to 8 ounces of water before each meal has been an
effective natural healing home
remedy for many people.

Despite all the hardship that life has to offer on a daily basis, I look forward to spending quality
circle time with my children at the end of the day. We sit in a circle with a shell in the middle. Inside
the shell we put tobacco, sweet grass, white buffalo sage, and cedar. I light the medicines and we
do a smudging ceremony. During that time we are almost in a meditation state as we are relaxed in
our mind, body, and soul. We talk about the 7 grandfather teachings which include wisdom, love,
respect, bravery, honesty, humility, and truth; we smudge ourselves and all around us. It’s a wonderful way to stay connected with your loved ones. We embrace the positive energy and get rid of the
negative.

A couple months ago I started something new with my children; I was fascinated when I found out
the result. It is a new tradition to my family and I would hope that one day my children will pass it
on to their children. After we do our circle time, we continue sitting in a circle. I hand each of us a
paper with crayons and we draw a heart. We section it off in parts, and within those parts we write
down our feelings about the day; it could be good, bad, sad, angry, resentful, happy, or joyful. It
doesn’t matter because it’s our feelings. Then we discuss what we wrote, including me, and we find
ways to fix our feelings or what we could have done differently. I would strongly recommend doing
this with your families or even in the community because it is helpful in finding out what is wrong
without getting mad or upset with your loved ones.
3
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Fever
To cure a fever, place the person on the shore when the tide is
coming in. When the tide begins to go back out the retreating
wave will carry away the disease and the fever.
Flu or sore throat
Pick juniper from the top of a hill and allow it to dry then boil.
Mix whisky, sugar and hot water together and add to the juniper.
Keep stored in a glass bottle and when signs of the common cold
or flu arrive, drink the juniper concoction and it will help you to
sleep like a baby and feel much better in the morning.
Foot care
Try this home remedy for sore and tired feet which sometimes
ache at the end of a long day; add a cup of apple cider vinegar to
a basin of warm water and allow your feet to soak for 15 minutes.
Gas Pain
1 tsp of baking soda, 1 tbsp of vinegar, and ½ glass of water all
mixed together and drink it.
Ingrown Nails
Drop hot tallow from a lighted candle into the part affected and
instant relief was afforded. Soak
toe in salt water for in grown toenail.
24
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My Healthy Shake by Lucy Seto
Natural Home Remedies:
How to Treat the Common Cold by V. Lawson
Note: the recipe listed below is for only one dosage or treatment.

People in my community would like to live well.
They enjoy exercising at the park, especially on
the weekend. They also try to eat the healthy
foods that are available. More people are now
becoming vegetarian. If people keep doing

First, pick four leaves from the Leaf of Life plant. Then rinse them with fresh tap water. Use

these things, they will live a healthier and

a clean dish towel to pat dry each leaf. Quail the leaves by placing them over low fire without

happier life.

getting them burnt. Place the leaves on a clean dry dish towel.
Once on the dish towel, wrap them tightly. Use a heavy, solid object to gently beat on the

Ever since I came to Canada, I try to live a

leaves wrapped in the towel. Without unwrapping the dish towel, squeeze out the juices

healthy life. I think the kind of food you eat is

emitted by the crushed leaves into a small container.

very important. I’m determined to eat fewer
sweets, less bread, and less oily and fatty foods.

Add just a tiny pinch of salt to the Leaf of Life juice, stir, and drink immediately before it

I prefer to eat more vegetables than meat most

loses its potency. Repeat the process if necessary the next day. You are guaranteed to get

of the time. I also exercise and get enough

relief.

sleep. I am happy with my healthy condition.
I’m trying to keep it that way.

One way I try to stay healthy is to drink a
homemade vegetable shake 3 times per week.
The shake I make helps to reduce cholesterol.
To make it, first prepare English melon, celery,
bitter melon and carrots. Wash and chop them
into small pieces. Second, put everything into
a blender, and blend until liquid. Finally, drink
your homemade vegetable shake. It is a very
healthy drink! I hope you try it, enjoy it, and be
a healthier person.
23
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Cumin by Nadia

Simple Remedies for a Common Cold by Brenda Ferary
For sore throat or phlegm:
• Squeeze 1 lime or 1 lemon in glass
• Add about 1 tbsp of honey to lemon and mix well,
and drink
• Do this as often as needed
• If you still have the sore in a few days please see

Cumin is good for you. It helps to release gas naturally. It feels like, looks like, and tastes like dirt.
I learned this from my family. Cumin is a natural remedy.

your doctor
For stuffy nose or block sinus:
• Before bed and after you shower

Aloe Plant by Paula Allen

• Boil 6 cups of water
• As soon as water boil pour in large bowl
• Add about 1 tsp of vicks vapour rub to water and
mix well
• Put bowl on kitchen table, then get a bath towel, sit
down in front of bowl, place towel over head while
hanging over bowl
• Breathe deeply and inhale the steam. Do this as
long as you can bear

The aloe plant is very good for the body. Take a piece of it and blend it with coconut water, drink

Nightly rub to help you feel better:

for three days. It is good for preventing the cancer of the kidneys, the lungs and the heart. It is very

Combine fresh rosemary, coconut oil, square cam-

bitter, cleans the colon, makes you go to the bathroom regular. It is also used for making shampoo

phor, nutmeg and soft candle in a jar with a lid. Mix

cream for the body.

well and let sit for about a week to cure. This can be
rubbed on the back, neck, and chest and poured on

The aloe has prickles on either side of the plant and you must be careful because it can stick you.

the top of your head.

Get a pot or pan and you can also grow it in your home near the window because it needs sunlight
so you are off to a good start.
5
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How to Treat Myself and How Others Treated Me
When I was a Kid While Being Sick by Dwayne Hodge
Red Willow and How it’s used in
the Mohawk Traditional Way by David Loft

When I was a kid I used to get sick or get a cold a lot and have a sore throat, running nose,
and watery eyes. My mom used to give me a drink which is called Neo Citran. Neo Citran is
a drink that you have to drink hot like it’s tea or coffee and it’s only specifically good to drink
when you are feeling ill. My mom before she died had a lot of packages of Neo Citran for
when in need if either her or I would get sick. There are different kinds of flavours in Neo
Citran. There is regular which is
lemonade, grapefruit, and pink lemonade which are the only ones that I can think of now.
First you get a kettle, or put a pot of water on the stove to boil for a few minutes. While
that’s going, you put your powder of Neo Citran into a cup so that when the water is boiled
you can pour the water into the cup, stir the ingredients with a spoon so that you don’t see
just actual water. When it’s done, let it sit for a bit to cool off. After that you are ready to
drink it.
I liked drinking it a lot because back when I was a kid it did help a lot. From the time I drank

The Mohawk tribe used the Red Willow bark as a medicine for headache, toothache,
backache, and muscle ache. They would take a piece of the bark and chew it and the juice
from the bark would go into the body and take only minutes for the pain to go away. Red
Willow bark is 100% ibuprofen. The Mohawk tribe would also use Red Willow branches
for building sweat lodges. We use the sweat lodges for praying and getting in touch with our
selves.
The Mohawks would also use the Red Willow poles for building houses like dome shaped
lodges which could hold up to 6 or more families. The lodges were separated into sections
for each family, men on one side women and children across from each other.

it within a couple of days or more I would start to feel better. My favourite kind of Neo
Citran that I drank was pink lemonade because it wasn’t that sweet and it had a decent
flavour. Plus that was what my mom would always buy for us when we were sick. You can
still buy Neo Citran at any supermarket, grocery store, or variety store, and pharmacies all
across Canada ,and even in the States as well.
21
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Aloe Vera and its Natural Healings by Aida Resendes
My Grandmother’s Remedy

My first experience with the Aloe Vera plant and its natural healing

by Sandra Williams and Helen Gaan

jelly was when my oldest son was nine months old. One morning
as I was changing his diaper, I noticed him with pretty bad diaper
rash. I applied Zincofax baby cream, which is “supposed!” to heal
and prevent diaper rash. A couple days later the diaper rash was
not healing. Therefore, I called my mother-in-law and I explained
to her about the diaper rash. She then summoned me to go over
her house because she had something that will help with the diaper
rash. When I arrived she presented me with the Aloe Vera plant and
instructed me on how to use the plant: bathe the baby, make sure
the area of the rash is well dried, break a piece of the plant, take
some of the jelly, and apply the jelly on the infected area. In the
morning after the treatment from the night before, to my surprise,
the diaper rash was gone. Twenty five years later I have passed this
natural healing to my daughter to use on my grandson, when he has
a diaper rash.
The Aloe Vera plant has many advantages and approaches of

When I was a little girl growing up with my Grandmother and my
siblings, if anyone of us had the common cold my Grandmother
would give us a lot of fluid to drink. She would give us plenty
of water or juice so it would help to prevent dehydration. One
day, my cousin was sick so my Grandmother gave her a bowl of
chicken soup. She thought it might help too but it didn’t work.
She had the cough so bad until she was coughing and her chest
hurt.
The next day my grandmother was talking to someone from
the community. She remembered that my Grandmother used to
blend lemon juice with a little honey, then add a pinch of cayenne
pepper and swallow. The honey coats your throat, soothing
irritated tissue. While the lemon reduces inflammation and

healing the body, for example: sun burns, burns, pimples and acne,

delivers a dose of infection-fighting vitamin C. The red pepper

antidote for allergic skin reaction, moisturizer for dry skin,

increases circulation to the area. Garlic will also do a job on these

eliminates eczema, fights athletes foot, the digestive system,

viruses if you are feeling very brave!

herpes outbreaks, psoriasis, diabetes, and prevents some cancers.
It is endless what the Aloe Vera plant can be used for. There are

At night she would get stuffed up and couldn’t breathe. So my

health stores you can buy moisturizing cream, lotions or jelly to

grandmother would put a pot of water to boil and put a towel

apply external and for internal use there are pills and liquid to take

over her head with the hot water and it helped her to breathe. She

orally, but the best way is to use the Aloe Vera plant and its natural

inhaled steam and it helped her with her congestion, stuffy nose

jelly. Therefore, if you have access to a computer, Google “Aloe

and breathing. I still use it today.

Vera plant and its natural way to use for healing,” it will show you
how to prepare it and other ingredients that you might need, or
check your local library or book store.
7
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Organic Remedies
My Family’s Traditional Home Remedy: Ear Ache
by Melissa C.

One of the home remedies I remember as a child
growing up in my family was the remedy used for ear
aches. My mother, my grandmother, and a few of my
aunties would always come to my rescue when I had an
ear ache. Their home remedy for ear aches was milk;
however, I am not talking about milk from the fridge.
Being quite simple, one of those women would prepare
it for me. Whichever lady was taking care of me would
grab a tablespoon and slowly pour milk into the spoon
(enough to fill the spoon). Using the stove top, she would

Garlic is my favourite and many may know from the ancient days that garlic is a plant in the onion
family, grown for its cooking properties and health effects. It is high in a sulfur compound called
Allicin, which is believed to bring most of the health benefits.
It is very rich in Vitamin C, Vitamin B6 and Manganese. It also contains trace amounts of various
other nutrients.
From my personal experience these remedies have worked for me and my family and I would highly
recommend them.

the milk off of the spoon. I would then lie in bed with

Garlic does wonders when you have colds and flu that makes you have uncomfortable sleep,
consistent coughs and running nose. Especially if the cold gets worse in the night you might want to
try cutting an onion red/white into small rings, pound garlic until it is fine and then mix it with lime
juice or fresh lemon juice, with a spoon of honey. Let it sit overnight and then sieve the residue. This
should leave you with a solution for everything. Use a teaspoon every morning and evening, and I
promise you will never buy cough syrup for cold medicines over the counter; it works wonders.

the aching ear upside; she would squeeze the milk into

Did you know that garlic could help you with the below....

hold the spoon of milk over the burner and heat the
milk from lukewarm to warm. Once heated, she would
rip a cotton ball in half and use the one piece to absorb

my ear and gently place the piece of cotton inside my
ear. Once that was done I could no longer come out of
bed for the rest of the night in order to avoid any type
of “cold air,” as they would say. In the morning my ear
would no longer be aching me. Even to this day I use this
home remedy for myself and find it works perfectly.

1. High doses of garlic appear to improve blood pressure of those with known high blood pressure
(hypertension). In some instances, supplementation can be as effective as regular medications.
2. Garlic supplementation seems to reduce total and LDL cholesterol, particularly in those who have
high cholesterol. HDL cholesterol and triglycerides do not seem to be affected.
3. Garlic contains antioxidants that protect against cell damage and aging. It may reduce the risk of
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.
4. Garlic has known beneficial effects on common causes of chronic lung disease, so it makes
perfect sense that it could help you live longer.
5. Garlic appears to have some benefits for bone health by increasing estrogen levels in females too.
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Natural Home Remedies by Miller
The Bizzy or Kola nut is famous for its many uses. This
nut is grated, boiled and sweetened to your taste. This
home remedy can either be drunk hot or cold. It is used
to cure headaches, menstrual cramps and it also removes
poison from the body. The Bizzy or Kola nut can also
be used to heal a cut or sore if it is grated and used as a
dressing.

Hiccup Relief

by Vina

One day while I was at work I suddenly had a problem: it’s an annoyance that everyone get
sometimes, “hiccups”. It always comes without warning. Hiccups are caused by
contractions/spasms of the diaphragm muscle which is caused by eating too quickly,
eating and drinking too much, sudden change in temperature of the stomach, diseases and
many other reasons.
Throughout time, people have been teaching methods for getting rid of hiccups. I’ve
found one sure method that works instantly: swallowing liquid with the head or neck lifted
up. Now when I have a hiccup, I smile because I know that I don’t have to suffer, and I

Another home remedy I find very effective is using fever

happily pass the “hiccup cure” to anyone who wants it.

grass for reducing fevers. Fever grass you can boil and
drink it as a tea to reduce any fever.

Cerasse tea is another one of these well-known natural
remedies. It is known for its bitter taste but is highly
recommended for use in cleansing the blood and is also
used to control diabetes.

The most commonly used remedy used in Jamaica is
honey, lemon and garlic. These three ingredients are
combined and taken to cure the common cold and flu.

9
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A Natural Recipe for Beautiful Skin by Cinthya E.

Ginger Tea by Hanifah

Aloe Vera is a natural gift from God and we can all use it to our advantage. I have always
used aloe vera for maintaining healthy and radiant skin. Any issues such as scars, sun burn
or rashes aloe vera can be used to heal.
When using aloe vera for healing I usually take a small piece of the aloe vera plant and
then scrap the gel into a small bowl with honey and stir. Once I blend them together I
place the gel on the area that needs healing and leave it on the area for about 15 minutes,
finally wash the area with a lot of water, repeat this procedure at list 2 times a week for
better results.

Have you ever realised that everything on this earth can be medication to something?
Sometimes we don’t want to try natural things and just rush to the hospitals thinking that
only Doctors can write prescriptions to cure any sickness we might have. We tend to forget
that even the tablets we take are processed from natural remedies. The difference is that the
natural remedies go through different stages before it’s approved by the Ministry of Health.
I have a little boy and being a single mother has taught me so many things. Before I used
to take my child to his Doctor all the time, but all that ended once I put my brain to use and
mixed some stuff for my son and it really worked. I have to make sure I have lemon, ginger,
honey and olive oil in my house because that’s what I use to mix the elixir. All you need is
one lemon and squeeze out the juice, take one spoon of powder ginger, add two spoons of
honey to make it sweet and 1 spoon of olive oil and give him two spoons every 4 hours. My
son never used to like it but now he asks for it himself every time he gets sick.
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Natural Remedies by Catherine
Comfrey Tea by Brian
I am from Jamaica. I drink a lot of kinds of bush but this bush I drink in Canada is the best
I ever drink in my life. This bush name is comfrey. It’s good for you. Comfrey is good for
everything. You drink it anytime you want night or day. It is good for you when you drink
comfrey you feel new like you never work before. It makes you sweat like hot summer you
feel like running and jump up and down. Comfrey is good for old and young people. When
you drink comfrey it’s good for everything that you need so you can find this bush in your
home and in the park. It is everywhere in Canada. You can try my recipe.
Comfrey tea
Make it with hot water you can
Put two leaves from the comfrey plant and wash them

Natural remedies are medicine or treatment for disease or injury which are done with things

And put them in your cup and make it stay for 5 minutes

of nature.

Then drink it .
Natural remedies are good, because there are no side effects unlike scientific medication.
There are many natural remedies I use, but I would talk about one of them.
When I have a cold, I mix lemon juice with honey and drink it warm. This helps to relieve
my symptoms. I also use lemon juice and honey when I have a sore throat. I tell my friends
to use the same remedy when they have a cold or a sore throat too.
I like natural remedies because it is less expensive, effective and no side effect.
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Traditional and Modern Medicines by Ricky Mach
Everybody gets sick sometimes. I’m indoors most of the

Honey and Lime by Donald Robinson

time, but when the weather changes I can get sick. It’s not
fun. My energy gets really drained and I feel tired. During
that period I need to drink lots of soup to feel better.

When I was young, sometimes I would feel sick having a cold or sore throat. My mother

I take different medicines depending on my condition.

in rural Jamaica and if not we would go to our neighbour next door to get limes. We got the

There’s Buckleys. I used to drink it, but it’s different now,

honey from this man who “robbed the bees”. This means he was a man who collected honey

because it turned into a pill that you can swallow instead.

from the wild beehives, and then sold it to the people in the community.

would give me honey and lime to make me feel better. We would have a lime tree in our yard

There’s also Dimetapp. It relieves sneezing, runny nose
and nasal congestion. You drink it and it tastes like grape.
When sickness doesn’t go away, I switch to another heavier
medicine. I know it’s an antibiotic I get from the pharmacy.
I don’t know what it’s called though.
My Grandma and Grandpa use Chinese herbs when they

If you would like to try this yourself, this is how you would prepare it. Of course today in
Toronto you would have to go to the market to get the limes and honey. You could use one
or two limes. Squeeze the juice into a cup and throw away the skin. Add honey so that there
is more honey than lime juice. Mix them together with a spoon. Take one teaspoonful every
twenty minutes or half-hour. You should feel some effect from it within an hour or so. It
tastes good too!

feel sick. My Grandma is 89, and my Grandpa is 91 now.
Chinese herbs are supposed to heal you but I’m unsure if
they work. Sometimes when people take Chinese herbs it
tastes bitter because of the different medicines. That’s why
you’re given something sweet to eat, so it doesn’t taste so
bitter.
My Dad told me about acupuncture. It is when needles are
attached to your body. It’s supposed to be very good for
you. I think my Grandpa and my Aunt do it, but not my
dad. I don’t think I would want to try it, because I’m afraid
of needles.
Chinese herbs and acupuncture are both safe for everyone.
Traditional and modern medicines are both very good, but
15
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Coconut Oil and Rosemary by Maureen Adams
Growing up in the Islands had its advantages and disadvantages.

Natural Remedy by Danielle
There is a lot of natural remedy out there in the world
today, but for me it’s not the same like what I use in my

I remember when we were children and the seasonal cold and flu

native country.

would sneak up on us.
My natural remedy that I use when I have the flu is as
Grandma would hear the rattling of whooping cold echoing
from our irritated chest and she would go to her medicine shelf
and pull the bottle of coconut oil that was made months ago for
this specific moment.
As she opened the bottle of homemade remedy, the smell of
rosemary perfumed the room and sent its healing scent all
through the house. This second ingredient was added to the
freshly made oil in its fresh stage so they could be infused to
make the remedy effective.
The oil would be poured on our heads and rubbed on our backs.
We would then be wrapped in warm blankets and made to sweat
as we sleep. In a few days the rattling would disappear and the

follows: strong rum, coffee, lime, and honey. My mother
will mixed all these ingredients together in a bowl and, give
it to us.
When I have a real bad cold, or cough my mother would
boil me some bushes for me. The bush’s name is part of
man life, shinleaf, trump bush, and fever leaf. After drinking these bushes and, you go to bed when you wake up in
the morning you feel much better.
When I was a child growing up playing is a must. We would
play all kind of rough games. Sometimes we play too rough
or get hit too hard or fall and hit our belly or head. One

mucus would run from our noses a sign that the old age remedy

remedy mom will use is coconut water, aloe, egg, and an

has worked.

orange mixed all together and we drink it.

This is as foreign as white sand to the ordinary Torontorians as

These remedy lots of mothers still use in my country, most

snow is to the Caribbean. But this remedy can be replicated if

on baby when they have a high fever like rubbing alcohol,

you know anyone who is of Caribbean lineage and is willing to

lard, nutmeg, and Vick’s. Mom will warm it and rub the

assist you in making this simple homemade healing balm.

baby down.
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